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Abstract. We an alyze the behavior of a Simple Geneti c Algorithm
(GA) in syste ms where the fitn ess of a st ring is det ermined by a fun c
t ion depending on the state of the whole populati on . The GA is
mod eled by a Markov chain and we conclude that for small mutation
probabiliti es the limi t distribution will put almost all t he weight to
the homogeneous states. We derive condit ions under which a homo
geneo us state will be stable for the dyn ami cs repr esenting the expected
behavior of the GA. In terpret ing the state dep endent fitness fun ction
as an economic syste m we prove that any strict economic equilibrium
will be asymptotically st abl e with resp ect to the expect ed behavior of
the GA.

1. Introduction

Inspired by the exemplar of natural evolut ion John Holland [17J developed
a model of evolutionary processes called Genetic Algorithms (GAs). GAs
were designed as a tool to find solut ions of static optimization problems in
poorly understood large spaces . Since then GAs have been used with grea t
success to calculate almost opt imal solut ions to a large number of problems
like fun ction opt imizing or var ious combinatorial problems (e.g. , Goldb erg
[14], Goldberg, Milman, and Tidd [15] or Davis [5]) . Although there is large
empirical evidence of th e optimizing properties of GAs , for a long t ime there
have been few theoretical explanat ions for the success of GAs. A first at tempt
was Hollands' Schema Theorem [17], but in spite of the huge impact this
th eorem had on GA research, several resear chers have pointed out that the
Schema Theorem is not able to give a full explanation of what happens in
genet ic search (e.g., Miihlenb ein [24, 23]). Only recent ly has more at tent ion
been paid to math ematical considera tions regarding the behavior of a GA
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(e.g., Miihlenbein [22, 23], Vose and Liepin s [28], Nix and Vose [25], Fogel
[13], Hartl [16], Suzuki [27], Rudo lph [26], and Davis and Principe [7]). The
approach to model the evolution of a GA as a Markov process has proved
especially useful. Vose and Liepin s [28] and Nix and Vose [25] calculate the
exact transit ion matrix of a Simple Genet ic Algorithm and also derive some
local stability results for static problems. Suzuki [27] and Rudolph [26] show
that a GA using some kind of elit ist ic st rategy (i.e., always keep the fittest
st ring in the popul ation) will always find the optimum. Also Eib en , Aar ts ,
and Van Hee [12] derive condit ions under which the optimum will always be
foun d, by using Markov t heory.

In th e last few years GAs have become more and more imp ort ant in eco
nomics. In economic or game theoretic situations a GA is no longer seen
as a t echnical tool to find optima, bu t as a model of an int eracting popu la
tion. In a well known work Axelrod [3] used GAs to learn optimal stra teg ies
in the iterated pr isoner 's dilemm a. He shows th at GAs are able to learn
st rategies that are even more successful than Rappoport 's "t it for t at " st rat 
egy. Miihlenb ein [21] ext end ed Axelrod's work by addressing the question of
whether or not a spat ial population structure will improve t he performance of
the GA. (GAs with spatial population st ruct ures have also been analyzed by
Deb and Goldb erg [11], David or [4], or Horn [19].) Relying on the continent
cycle theory of Darwin, Miihlenb ein does simulat ions where the popu lation is
periodically split into islands and the small island populations evolve sepa
rat ely for some t ime unt il th e popul ation is reuni ted. Miller [20] was the first
to use GAs to learn equilibria in economic systems. Recently, Arifovic [1, 2]
analyzed the learning behavior of GAs in several economic models. By using
the example of a cobweb model, she demonstrates that the behavior of a GA
differs significantly less from expe rimental data than standard econometric
learning rules. In recent papers Dawid and Mehlmann [9, 10] and Dawid
[8] analyze t he ability of a GA to learn equilibria in st ra teg ic games. Hol
land and Miller [18] give a larger review of app lications of GAs to economic
systems.

Cont ra ry to static opt imization problems, in these economic models the
fitness of a st ring is a function of the state of th e population . Fur ther on we
will call such a system with St ate Depending Fitness an SDF-system. Typical
questions concern ing SDF-systems will be whether the popu lation always
converges to a homogeneous state and how the limit set of the system can be
characterized . However , up t o now no one has investigated t hese prob lems
from an analyt ic point of view. In this pap er we t ry to fill this vacuum and
to prov ide some t heoretical insight s on the behav ior of a GA with a state
depend ent fitn ess function. We use the exac t representation of GAs by Vose
and Liepins [28] to gain severa l stability result s which enable us to answer the
questions stated above, at least par t ly by th e means of analyt ical arguments.
It should be clear that any stat ic optimizat ion problem can be int erpret ed
as an SDF-system with a constant fitn ess funct ion I , and th erefore all our
result s hold also for th e "classical" applications of GAs.
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2. The M arkov model of the Genetic A lgorithm

We consider a simple GA incorp orat ing the three standard operators: se
lection , crossover, and mut ation . We assume that proport ional select ion is
used and denote the crossover prob ability with X, t he mutation probab ility
with {t o Let P be the popu lation consist ing of a finit e number of binary
st rings of lengt h l. The numb er of strings in th e population will be denoted
by n . Fur ther let n be the set of all bin ary st rings of length l. Obviously
the cardinality of n is given by Inl = r = 21

• We will denote each element
k of n by an integer given by 2:::=1 k(i )2i- 1, where k(i ) is the value of the
ith bit of k. A state of the population P is given by a vecto r ¢ of length
r , where ¢k, k = 0, .. . , r - 1 denotes the relat ive frequency of the st ring
kEn in t he population. We call the set of all possible population st at es
S . Simple calculat ions show that the numb er of possible state s is given by
lSI = N = (n;~~l) (see Nix and Vose [25]). Further we assume that the fit
ness function of an arbitrary SDF-syst em is given by a funct ion f : S -> R r

where fk (¢) denotes t he fitness the string k receives if the population is in
state ¢. We assume th at the fitness function is positive, cont inuous, and
cont inuously differentiab le.

Our formal descrip t ion of t he GA relies heavily on the work of Nix and
Vose [25] and Vose and Liepin s [28]. We interpret the behavior of t he GA as
a homogeneous Markov chain on the state space S . Let Q be the transit ion
matrix . Calculat ions show that q</>,,/ is given by

_ , r- 1 Pk (¢)n</>~

q</> </>, - n.g (n¢U! ' (1)

where Pk(¢) is th e probab ility that an arbit ra ry offspr ing produced from a
populat ion in state ¢ will be a string k. To calculate Pk(¢) we define by
mi ,j(k) , i ,j, k E n the probab ility that st ring k results from the recombina
tio n pro cess consist ing of crossover and mutation with parents i and j. We
denote by M ar x r matrix whose elements are given by mi,j(O) , i , j E n.
This impli es that the probab ility that the string 0 results from the reprodu c
tion procedure in a popul ation in state ¢ is given by ¢TM ¢. Let EB be the
exclusive or , so that j EB k is the bitwise difference vecto r between j and k.
Using this notati on, symmetry arguments show that

mkfBi,kfBj (k) = mi,j (0).
This implies that t he probability th at a st ring k is produced by crossover
and mutation in state ¢ is given by (CYk¢f M CYk¢ , where CYk is a permut ation
matrix incorporat ing a permut at ion of the bas is of S where t he basis vector
ejfBk is transformed to the basis vecto r ej :

CYk(¢O, ' . . ,¢r_1)T = (¢kfBO, . . . ,¢kfB(r_1))T.

We define the operator M : S -> A = {x E R r
: Xi ~ 0, 2::;~~ Xi = I}

by setting M k(¢), kE n , ¢ E S, equal to the probabili ty that st ring k is
generated by reproduction in a population in state ¢. This means

M(¢) = ((CYo¢ f M(cyo¢) , .. . , (CYr-1¢fM (CYr-1¢)? '
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For a formal proof of these facts see Vose and Liepins [28] and Nix and Vose
[25].

In order to represent the select ion process we define the matrix F(¢» =
diag(f(¢» ) as a diagonal matrix with Fkk (¢» = h (¢» . As we assume that
proportional select ion is used, the probability of a st ring k being selected
if the population is in state ¢> is given by ;Jilf,; . We define the select ion
operator as

S (¢» = F (¢» ¢>
jT(¢» ¢>

and get finally

Pk(¢» = M(S (¢)h-

(2)

(3)

It is easy to see that for 1-£ > °the t ransit ion matrix Q is st rictly posi
tive and t he Markov chain has therefore an unique limit distributi on. With
zero mut ation, the steady st ate distribution is concentrated at the absorbing
states, namely the verti ces of A. Moreover , it is simply a left eigenvector
which depends cont inuously on the matrix Q which depends cont inuously on
1-£ . Thus by cont inuity as 1-£ ----> 0, the steady state distribution becomes con
cent ra ted near the verti ces of A. Davis [5] shows fur ther that the limit of the
steady state distribu tion for 1-£ ----> °attaches a st rict ly positive probability
to every homogeneous state . We do not know however how much weight the
limit distribut ion will assign to t he different homogeneous states. To gain
some insight into this problem we derive some results in the next sect ion
concerning the stability of the homogeneous states.

3. Stability of t he homogeneo us states

From (1) and (3) it is obvious that the expected evolving behavior of the GA
is given by the difference equation

(4)

where ¢t is the state of the population at t ime t . As for large n the probability
of deviat ion from this expected path is small, the stability of a state with
respect to (4) may be used to analyze whet her the Markov chain will stay
near a state or will be driven away. We will analyze t he case where 1-£ = 0,
but due to the fact that the right- hand side of (4) depends cont inuously on
1-£ , we state that the stability propert ies derived for 1-£ =°hold also for small
1-£ > 0. Note tha t for 1-£ = °every homogeneous state ek, k = 0, ... , r - 1 is
a fixed point of (4) . In Proposit ion 1 the spect rum of the linearization of (4)
at a fixed point ek E S is calculated.

Proposition 1. For 1-£ = °the spect rum of the lineari zation of (4) at ek E S
is given by

J E D, j i k} . (5)
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Proof. We calculate explicitly the TXT matrix V Mos (ek) = V M(ek)Vs (ek).
Direct calculation yields

r - 1

V M(¢ ) = 2 L (Jj1M *(Jj ¢j
j=O

with M * = [miEllj,i]i,jEll (see Vose and Liepins [28]), and therefore V M(ek) =
2(Jk1M *(Jk. Note further th at M * is upper tri angular for /-l = 0. This can be
seen by considering m\ j = miEllj,i for i > j. As i > j there has to be a bit
position p with i(p) = 1 and j( p) = 0, and therefore (i EEl j)(p) = 1 = i(p).
Because of th is st ring °can never emerge from crossover between i EEl j and
i , which implies m\ j = miEllj,i = °Vi,j E n, wit h i > j. Next we calculate
the lineari zation of the selection opera tor given by (2):

V S(ek) = (ek f~ek) )2 [(diag(.t(ek)) + diag(ek)Vf(ek))(eI!(ek))

-diag(.t(ek))ek(p(ek) + eI V f (ek))]

h2(ek) [! k(ek)diag(J (ek)) + ! k(ek)diag(ek)Vf(ek)

- diag(J(ek))ek l{(ek) - diag(.t(ek))eke[ V f (ek)]
'-v------' ~

=h (eklek =fd ekldiag(ekl
f)ek) [diag(J(ek)) - ed T(ek)]'

Let D*k be given by

tr; = (JkVS (ek)(Jk = f)ek )[?"kdiag(! (ek))(Jk, -~P(ek)(Jk ]

=diag(ukf(ek)) =eo

hlek) [diag((Jk! (ek)) - eop (ek)(Jk ].

This means that D*k is the difference between a diagonal matrix and a ma
t rix which has positive values in the first row only. Therefore D*k is upper
tri angular , and it is easy to see that the element s on the diagonal are given by

d*jj = 0, j = 0,

d*.. - fiIDkCek) . 1 1
JJ - h(ek) ' J = ,.. .,T - .

Using (Jk- 1 = (Jk we get

VM oS(ek) 2(JkM*(JkVS(ek) = 2(Jk M *(Jk(Jk D*k(Jk

2(JkM* D*k(Jk .

As a permut ation of the basis does not change the eigenvalues of a matrix,
the spect rum of V Mos (ek) coincides with th e spectrum of 2M*D*k' As M *
and tr, are both upp er tri angular matrices, the eigenvalues of the pr odu ct
are given by the product of the diagonal elements of th e two matrices, which
yields

() {} { ! iEllk(ek) . }
A ek = ° U 2mO,i h (ek) ' t= l , .. . , T - l .

Subst ituting i Ell k by j establishes the claim of Proposition 1. •
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Proposition 1 enables us to derive stability results for different crossover
operators by just calculat ing the term m O,jEBk . We will do so fol' two of the
most popular crossover operators, namely one point crossover and uniform
crossover . To formulate t he stability properties for one point crossover, we
denote by d(j) = max{lx -yl lj(x) = j (y) = I} the longest dist ance between
two bits with value 1 in st ring j.

P roposition 2. A homogeneous state ek is local asymptotically stable for
the expected dynami cs of a GA (4) with f.L = 0 and one point crossover with
probability X E (0, 1] if and only if

d(j ffi k) > ~ (1 _f k(ek))
l -1 X f j( ek)

holds for all j E n , j f- k.

Proof. It is well known t hat a fixed point of a discrete t ime dynami cal system
is stable if and only if all eigenvalues of the linearization of the system at t he
fixed point lie in the interior of the unit circle. Therefore ek is stable if and
only if

f j (ek)
2 m O,jEBk f k(ek) < 1

holds for all j E n, j i- k . Remember that m O,jEBk is the probability that an
arbit rary offspr ing , say the first of the two offspr ings, is 0, when the parents
are 0 and j ffi k . One of the two offsprings will be 0 if no crossover takes
place, or if the crossover point is left of the leftmost 1 in j ffi k or right of t he
right most 1 in j ffi k . This yields

m o ·""k = ~ (1 _Xd(j ffi k)) .
,J'" 2 l - 1

Inserting this expression int o the inequality above proves the claim of Propo
sit ion 2. •

Note that d(j ffi k) is the length between t he two out most bits where j
and k differ in value. P ropos it ion 2 claims therefore, tha t a state consist ing
almost only of strings k will converge to the homogeneous state ek if the
st rings receiving a higher payoff in the current state differ from k in bits
posit ioned far apart. To underst and t his result consider a situation where
few st rings j appear in a popul ation consist ing mainly of strings k. On one
hand the number of strings j will increase due to t he effects of select ion but
on t he ot her hand they will be dest ryoed with high probabil ity whenever they
are mated for crossover with a st ring k because any crossover point posit ion
between the two out most differing bits will destroy j. As long as t he fitness
of j is not far too much larger than that of k the second effect will be stronger
and the st rings j will disapp ear . An imp ortant impli cation of Propositi on 2
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is th at the coding of a problem may determine the stability or inst ability of
certain homogeneous states.

P roposition 3 deals with uniform crossover, where for any bit positi on x
an offspring att ains the values of the parent s i(x) and j(x) with probab ility
0.5 .

Proposi t ion 3. A homogeneous state ek is local asymptotically st able for
the expected dynami cs of a GA (4) with J.l = 0 and uniform crossover with
probabili ty X E (0, 1] if an d only if

h(ek) (1) Ij(Jlkl-l
-- > (1 - X) + X -
! j(ek) 2

holds for all j E n, j i- k.

Proof. The proof is analogous to the proof of Propositi on 2, but m O,j (Jlk is
now given by

After having completed this paper t he author was informed that Vose
and Wright [29] have independ ent ly at the same t ime derived results similar
to our Propositions 1, 2, and 3 for state independ ent fitness functions. As
state ind epend ent fitn ess functions are a special case of the fitness functions
considered here this can be seen as a confirma tion of our results .

As pointed out in the int roduction, the main reason why we analyze GAs
with a state dependent fitn ess function is th at we would like to have some
analyt ical insight into the behavior of GAs in economic systems. The main
quest ion arising in th e cont ext of learni ng in economic systems is the question
of stability of the economic equilibria with respect to the learn ing dynami cs.
With the help of Proposition 1 we are ab le to answer th is quest ion for genetic
learn ing. Let us now int erp ret the popul ation P as a population of economic
agents , where each string codes the current act ion of one agent. The fitness
function ! k ( ¢) is interpreted as the payoff an agent receives when he executes
the action coded by st ring k and the rest of the population behaves according
t o ¢. An economic equilibrium of this syste m is a state ¢ where every agent
acts in a way to maximize his payoff under th e assumption that the rest
of t he population acts according to ¢. This means that ¢ is an economic
equilibrium if for all kEn with ¢k > 0

v j E n. (6)

We call the equilibrium st rict if every agent has a unique best reply to the
population st rategy. In th e case of a homogeneous st rict equilibrium state
th e condit ion is therefore !k(ek) > ! j (ek), Vj i- k. This means th at in the
surr ounding of a population in state ek th e st ring k will have a st rict ly higher
fitness than any other st ring j would have. Of course this does however not
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imply tha t the st ring k will be optima l in t he sur rounding of popul ation
states ¢ =I- ei: In Prop osition 4 it is shown that at least every homogeneous
st rict equilibrium state ek , is local asympt otically stable with respect t o the
expected behavior of the GA.

P roposit ion 4. Let ek be a homogeneous st rict equilibrium state of an SDF
system, then ek is local asympto t ically stable with respect to (4) for /-l = 0
and for any kind of crossover operator.

Proof Due to our assumption, h(ek) > f j(ek) has to hold for any j =I- k .
On the other hand mO ,j :::; ~ , 'Vj =I- 0 holds for any crossover operator , as the
crossover between the st ring 0 and any st ring not equal to 0 can never creat e
two offspring O. Wi th (5) this yields that all eigenvalues of the linearization
of (4) at ek are strict ly smaller than 1. •

Although the main purpose of this pap er is the analysis of GAs with
a st at e depend ent fitness function we will close thi s sect ion with a result
concern ing GAs with a "tradit ional" state independ ent fitn ess function. We
do this because the result is in our opinion quite int eresting and can be easily
obtained as a direct corollary of Propositio n 4. If the fitn ess function is state
independ ent (i.e., a vector [jj]jEn) , t he condit ion h(ek) < fk( ek), 'Vj =I- k
reduces to f j < fk ' 'Vj =I- k, which means that the st ring k has maximum
fitn ess.

Corollary 1. Let a static opt imization problem be given by the fitn ess vec
tor [jj ]jEn, and let k be the unique opt imal solut ion to the problem. Then
the state ek is local asymptot ically st able with regard to (4) for /-l = 0 and
any crossover operator.

4 . Conclusion

The aim of this pap er is to gain some initi al insight s int o the characterizat ion
of the limit set of a GA in the general set t ing of syste ms where the fitn ess of
a string depend s on the state of the popul ation . We have used the result that
for small mutation probabilities the limit distribution of the corresponding
Markov chain will be concentrated mostly on the homogeneous states and
have stated condit ions saying which of these homogeneous states will be
asymptotically stable under the expected behavior of the GA . The stability
pro perties are only local bu t we may conclude that unst able points will have
only small weight in the limit distributions as the mutations will disrupt t he
homogeneous state to some point off of the stable manifold and the state
of the system will be driven away from this homog eneous state (although
we have derived our stability results for /-l = 0 they will st ill hold for very
small /-l > 0). We may therefore conjecture that the limit distribution will be
concentrated on t he homogeneous states sat isfying the stability condit ions in
Proposit ion 2 or Proposition 3. Unfortunately, the highly nonlinear st ruc ture
of the syst em describing the expected behavior of the GA does not allow us to
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derive any global results, but at least in cases where t here is only one locally
stable state our results indicate that the system will wit h high probabi lity
be in this state after some transient time. The result of Proposition 4 that
a homogeneous st rict economic equilibrium state will be locally stable with
respect to the dynamics of the GA can be seen as a mathematical foundation
of the different empirical result s indicating that in var ious economic or gam e
theoretic models a GA will converge to an equilibrium st ate.
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